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It is shown that the positivity of the angle between the past and future of a 
multivariate stationary process is sufficient for the existence of a mean-convergent 
autoregressive series representation of its linear predictor. A large class of 
multivariate processes whose past and future are at positive angle is characterized, 
thus providing a matricial extension of the Helson-Szego theorem. ‘P 1985 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An important problem in the prediction theory of a q-variate weakly 
stationary stochastic process {X,,} with the q x q spectral density matrix W 
is to find conditions on W which are necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of a mean-convergent autoregressive series representation for the 
linear least squares predictor of a future value of the process based on the 
past observations. Here the problem is to find conditions on W such that it is 
possible to find the matricial coefficients A k and write 2;,, the linear 
predictor ofX,, V> 1, based on {X,; k < 0} as J?, = CFEOAkXPk, where the 
inftnite series is to converge in the mean. This problem has been the subject 
of study by several authors [ 1, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14-181. 
In 1958, it was shown by Wiener and Masani [ 161 that the boundedness 
condition 
cl< W<dI (1.1) 
(where 0 < c < d < co are constants and I is the q X q identity matrix) is 
sufficient for the existence of a mean-convergent autoregressive series for the 
linear predictor. 
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Later, Masani [7, Theorem 5.2 (b)] weakened the severe boundedness 
condition (1.1) considerably and replaced it by 
WE Gxq and W-‘EL’ qxq* (1.2) 
It was pointed out by Masani [7, p. 1431 that the condition WE LFxq in 
(1.2) is’unduly strong and it would be worthwhile to relax it. In this direction 
it is worth mentioning that the sufficient conditions given by Whittle [ 141 
and Topsoe [ 131 in terms of the zeros of the spectral density function do not 
relax the condition (1.2). Also the necessary and sufficient conditions given 
by Robinson [ 111, Miamee and Salehi [9] in terms of the convergence of the 
Fourier series of the isomorph of the linear predictor, and the reciprocal of 
the optimal factor of W provide no better concrete conditions on W than 
(1.2). But, their approach sheds some new light on the problem of 
autoregressive representation of the linear predictor. 
In this paper we show that the sufficient condition (1.2) can be replaced 
by the condition that the angle B between “the past and present” subspace 
and the “future” subspace of the process {X,} is positive (see Theorem 
4. I(d), and for the definitions see Sect. 3). We also show that the latter 
condition is weaker than (1.2) in the following limited sense. We exhibit in 
Example 1, Section 5, an unbounded density W for which 19 > 0, and thus 
show that 
8 > 0 74 (1.2). 
Hence the part, WE LFx q, of (1.2) is unduly strong and dispensable. 
Example 2, Section 5, shows that 
(1.2) + I9 > 0. 
Thus, the conditions (1.2) and 8 > 0 offer independent sufftcient conditions 
for the existence of mean-convergent autoregressive series for the linear 
predictor. On the other hand, the part, W-’ E Li,, of (1.2) seems to be 
indispensible since at least for q = 1, we have 
e>o- W-‘EL’. 
This is so, because for q = 1, the condition 0 > 0 is equivalent to the 
condition that 
where U, v are bounded real-valued functions with ]( v (Ia, < n/2, and v’ is the 
harmonic conjugate of u. From this important equivalence, due to Helson 
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and Szegii [3, p. 1231 ( see Sect. 5), it follows, as shown by Sarason 
[ 12, p. 811, that 
(1.3)* w  and w-1 EL’+& 
consequently 9 > 0 3 W- ’ E L ‘. 
for sufficiently small c > 0, 
For a general q-variate process with the spectral desnity W let w, and wg 
denote the smallest and largest eigenvalue of W. Consider the class of 
densities W with WJW, E L*. We shall show that the linear predictor of 
processes in this class can have autoregressive series representation if 
wq, that is, the largest eigenvalue of W, satisfies (1.3), cf. Theorem 4.1(d) 
and Theorem 5.3. 
In Section 3 we shall study the relation between convergence of Fourier 
seires of all functions in L’(W) and the positivity of the angle between 
past-present and future subspaces of {X,]. It is shown that the positivity of 
this angle is a sufficient condition for the existence of an autoregressive 
representation of the linear predictor, this is done in Section 4. Finally 
Section 5 is devoted to a matricial extension of Helson-Szego’s theorem 
which provides a more useful concrete condition on W under which the 
linear predictor can have -mean-convergent autoregressive series represen- 
tation. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space; M = Lz(f2, F, P) denotes the Hilbert 
space of all complex-valued random variables on Q with zero expectation 
and finite variance. The inner product in M is given by 
(x, Y) = j, x(w) y(w> @(WI, x, Y E M. 
Following [8] for q > 1, M* denotes the Cartesian product of M with itself 
q times, i.e., the set of ail column vectors X = (x1, x2 ,..., x4) with xi E M, 
i = 1, 2,..., q; Mq is endowed with a Gramian structure. For X and Y in Mq 
their Gramian is defined to be the q x q matrix (X, Y) = [(xi,yj)]TJ= r. It is 
well known [8] that M4 is a Hilbert space under the following inner product 
((X, I’)) = trace(X, Y) = xi”= 1 (xi, yj) and norm I] X/I = dm, provided 
the linear combinations are formed with constant martices as coefficients. 
Throughout this note, for a q x q matrix A = (a,), tr A = x7= I a,,, 
A * = (Eji), and det A stands for determinant of A. For two q X q matrices A 
and B, A > B means that A -B > 0, i.e., A -B is a nonnegative definite 
matrix. Functions will be defined on [-71, Z] and we identify this interval 
with the unit circle in the complex plane in the natural way. Typical value of 
683/16/Z-7 
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a function f defined on [ -71, ~1 or on the unit circle will be denoted by f(0); 
dm denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on [-71, rc], i.e., 
dm(B) = d6/2z For I <p < co, L* (HP) denotes the usual Lebesgue (Hardy) 
space of functions on the unit circle. Li,, (Hz,,) denotes the space of all 
q X q matrix-valued functions whose entires are in Lp (HP). Capital letters 
will be, used for univariate processes, e.g., (X,}, W,..., will denote the q- 
variate process and its spectral density matrix,..., while {x,}, w,..., will denote 
a univariate process and its spectral density function,.... 
In the following, we introduce a few concepts which are needed in this 
study, cf. Masani [8]. 
Let {X, ; nz} c M4. {X,; n E L ) is said to be a q-variate stationary 
stochastic process (SSP) if and only if the Gram matrix (X,, X,,) depends 
only on m - n, for all m, n E Z. It can be shown (81 that such a process has 
a spectral representation; i.e., 
iT X, = 
I 
eCine dZ(B), n E L, (2-l) 
--II 
where Z(-) is a countably additive orthogonally scattered M4-valued measure 
[81. 
The q x q nonnegative hermitian matricial measure F(.) = (Z(o), Z(a)) is 
called the spectral distribution of {X,,}. In case, F < m, we say that (X,,} has 
the spectral density W= dF/dm on [-n, ~1. For such (X,} it can be checked 
that W(.) is a nonnegative hermitian matrix-valued function and 
-i(m-n)e W(0) dm(O), m, n E Z, P-2) 
For each process (X,} cM4, we define the temporal space 
M(X) = @{X,; k E Z }, where Sp{ } stands for the closed linear span of 
elements of { } in the metric of Mq. The spectral space corresponding to the 
spectral density matrix W is denoted by L2( W) and is defined by 
L*( IV) = (@; @ is a q x q matrix-valued function with // @)i]b = j”?, tr 
Q*(O) W(B) @(6’)dm(8) < co). It is shown ]8] that L*(W) with inner 
product given by ((CD, Y)), = jj?, tr, W,*dm is a Hilbert space. 
It is known (cf. [8, Theorem 7.31) that the correspondence 
T.@--+ m 
1 ‘We> d-W) (2.31 -n 
is an isometric isomorphism on L*(W) onto M(X); T is called the 
Kolmogorov isomorphism between the spectral and time domains. It follows 
that 
C A~X~, 2 BkXk 
jd kcK 
c AjeCiie, r B,eeike , (2.4) 
jEJ kTK LZ(W) 
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where J and K are from the sets of integers and Aj and Bj are q X q matrices. 
Let {X,} be a q-variate SSP and M;(X) =Sp{X,; n < k < m), 
-co < n < m < co, in Mq. The problem of prediction of the q-variate process 
{X,, ) can be stated as finding the matrices A k such that for a fixed v > 1, the 
linear predictor of X,, i.e., 2” = (Xv]M?,(X)) can be written as 
2, = lim,,, Ci=oAkX-k, here (Xv 1 M’!,(x)) denotes the orthogonal 
projection of X, on the subspace My,(X) of Mq. 
Let Y; = X, - (X, ]M”=,‘(X)), n E L. The stochastic process { YA} is called 
the innovation process od {X,,}. It can be shown [8] that (Yh, YA) = 6,,G, 
where G = (Y;, Y;) is the prediction error matrix for lag 1. The process {X,) 
is said to be of fiZZ rank if the matrix G is nonsingular. From here on, we 
assume that the process {X,} is purely nondeterministic and full rank. This is 
equivalent to assuming that {X,,} has a spectral density W such that log det 
WEL’ and W=@@*, where @EHi,, (Hi,, is the space of all qXq 
matrices, whose entries are functions from the Hardy class HZ) is an outer 
function with Q(O) = G I/’ We refer to @ as the generating function of our . 
stochastic process (X,}. Since X, is full rank we have det G # 0, so we can 
define a process ( Y,), called the normalized innovation process of {X,}, by 
Y, = G -“2 YI, . It is easy to check that (Y, , Y,) = 6,,, I. By using the Wold’s 
decomposition [8] we have 
X,= f B,G’/2Yn-k = f C, Yn-k, (C, = BkG”‘), 
k=O k-0 
qe) = f  Ckeike, 
k=O 
(2.5) 
3. THE ANGLE BETWEEN PAST-PRESENT AND FUTURE SUBSPACES 
Let (X,} be a q-variate SSP with spectral density matrix W. As a measure 
of the angle between the past-present and the future subspaces of (X,} we 
take its “cosine” defined by 
P(W)= sup{/((Y,Z))I:YEMO_,(X),ZEM;a(X) and IIYII < l,llZll< 11. 
Here the notation is as in Section 2. The past-present and future are said to 
be at a positive angle if and only if p( IV) < 1, cf. [3]. From the Kolmogorov 
isomorphism (2.3) we get 
eis tr F(B) W(B) G*(B) dm(8) , 
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where FE@{e’kel: k>O), GESfi{eikel,k<--l} and llFl]W< 1, l]G]]W< 1. 
For scalar weight functions W, it is known 14, p. 245; 3] that p(w) < 1 if 
and only if L*(w) AL’ and the Fourier series of any d in L*(w) 
converges to 4 in the norm of L*(w). The next theorem establishes such an 
assertion for matricial weight functions. Part (a) of this theorem is due to 
Pousson [lo]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let W be a q x q spectral density function. 
(a) If p(W) < 1, then L*(W)C Li,, and the Fourier series of any 
@ E L*(W) converges to @ in the norm of L ‘( W). 
(b) If w, (the smallest eigenvalue of W) is such that w; ’ E L co and 
the Fourier series of any @ E L*(W) converges to @ in the norm of L*( W), 
then p(W) < 1. 
ProoJ (a) Assertions of Theorem 3.1(a) are proved in Lemma 4.6 and 
Theorem 4.7 of Pousson [lo]. 
(b) If w;’ EL”, then W-’ E Lrxx4 c Li,, and it follows from the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that L ‘( W) c L i x 4. 
Consider the partial sum operator S, : L*(W) + L*(W) defined by 
S,(@)(O) = C;= -n Qkeike, for @ E L’(W) with Fourier series @ - 
CF= -a, Qk eike. By exploiting these operators S,, we prove (b) in the next 
three steps. 
Step 1. Here we show that each S, is a bounded operator on L’(W). By 
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality repeatedly, we get the following ine- 
qualities: 
n 
tr S,*(@)(e) W(0) S,(@)(0) < 2 (\/tr @k* W(B) Qk)‘. 
k= -n 
tr @k* WQ, = tr W@, @k* < dtr W* tr(@, @k*)*. 
tr(Qk@k+)* < 
0 
Z 
2 
tr@@*dm . 
--n ) 
Therefore 
llw)llw=j,~ tr S,*(Q) W(B) S,(Q) dm(8) 
< (2n + l)*(* (tr W*)“*dm; 
-* 
(‘ tr @*@dm = K’(n, wlx tr @*@dm. 
--II -7t 
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To complete the proof, it is enough to show that 
Z tr@*@dm<C 
I 
R 
tr @* W@dm. 
-7z -n 
Where C is a constant depending only on W. To show this, we use the fact 
that if w, is the smallest eigenvalue of W, then w,l< W. Thus, 
w@> @*co> Q(e) s Q*(8) WV) @W a.e. (dm). Which in turn implies that 
j”,tr@*@dm~j”_,w;’ tr @*W@dm < [Iw;‘II,J’T, tr @*W@dm = CJ’:. 
tr @* W@dm. Therefore, 11 S,,(@)llw < K’(n, W) C J’“, WY’ tr)@* W@dm = 
K(n, W) J:, tr @* W@dm, which implies, ]]S,(] < K(n, w), n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Step 2. Since ]]SJ <K(n, W), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and ]]S,(@)- @I],,-, 0 as 
n + co it follows from the uniform boundedness principle that /] S,l] < K, 
n = 0, 1) 2 ,.... 
Step 3. By using the fact that (S,; n > 0) is uniformly bounded and the 
technique of [6, p. 491 it follows that the operator P: L2( W) --t L’(W) 
defined by P(@)(e) = P(Cp= -~ Gkeike) = CE: 0 @,, eike is well defined and 
bounded. Hence, by Theorem 4.5 [lo] we get p(w> < 1. 
4. AUTOREGRESSIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE PREDICTOR 
The relation (2.5) suggests that finding an autoregressive representation 
for the normalized innovation process {Y,) in terms of (X, ; k < n) can 
provide an autoregressive representation for j,.. The next theorem shows 
that this is actually the case. It is shown in [ 15, p. 1151 that for any purely 
nondeterministic, full-rank process @-’ E L2(w) has the isomorph 
Y, E M(X), i.e., Y,, = I”, Q-‘(0) dZ(0). Furthermore, it is known [7] that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for @-’ E Li,, is that the process be full- 
rank minimal, i.e., W-’ E Lt,,. 
Next, by using the above facts, we prove the following extension of 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 of Miamee and Salehi [ 9] to the q-variate processes. 
This also improves Masani’s Theorem 5.3 [ 7 ]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let IX,,] be a purely nondeterministic, full-rank minimal 
q-variate process with spectral density function W. Let {Y,} denote its 
normalized innovation process, C, and D, be the kth Fourier coeficients of 
@ and @-I, E,, = cknzO Cv+,,Dk-,,, and 2, be the linear predictor of X,,, 
v > 1, and @,. its spectral isomorph. Then, 
(a) Y,= C~!o=oDkX,-k if and only if the Fourier series of @-’ 
converges to @ - ’ in the norm of L’(W). 
tb) y, = c;p=o D,x,-, ifP(w) < 1. 
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(c) &=C&EukXk if and only IY the Fourier series of #,, 
converges to @,> in the norm of L ‘(IV). 
(d) 8,,= CEoEL,kXek VP(W) < 1. 
Proof: Since the isomorphs of eike and @-’ are X-, and Y,,, it follows 
that the Fourier series CFZO D, eike will converge to Q-i in L’(W) if and 
only if CrCO D,X- k converges to Y, . By stationarity we have (a); (b) 
follows from (a) and Theorem 3.1(a). By [8, p. 3731 a’,,(O) = 
[eCUi’ G(O)]+ W’(t9), where for a WE Li,, with Fourier series 
CFZ -m vk eikO, [v/(e)]+ = CrZO keike. Moreover, @J? E Hi,, [7, p. 1491 with 
the kth Fourier coefficient E,,,. Therefore X,. = J”, Q?(O) dZ(8). From the 
Kolmogorov isomorphism (c) follows. Finally (d) follows from (c) and 
Theorem 3.1 (a). 
5. A MATRICIAL EXTENSION OF THE HELSON-SZEG~ THEOREM 
The problem of spectrally characterizing the class of scalar weight 
functions w such that p(w) ( 1, has been studied by Helson and Szego [3]. 
THEOREM (Helson-&ego). Let w be a scalar weight function, then 
p(w)< 1 ifand only fw=e”‘, where u and v are real-valued bounded 
functions with )I v [loo < 42 and 6 denotes the harmonic conjugate of v. 
As noted earlier, the Helson-Szegii condition (1.2) entails, via Sarason’s 
result [ 12, p. 811, that w and w-’ EL’, i.e., the univariate SSP is minimal. 
Hence from the Helson-Szego theorem and 4.1(d) we get 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {x,} be a univariate stationary stochastic process 
with the spectral density w. Then .f, = (x,IMO_~(X)) =C;P=oeDkx-k if 
w = e”‘, where u and v are the same as those in the Helson-Szegii theorem, 
evk = xii= ,, c,, n dk-,, , and ck, dk are the kth Fourier coeflcients of # and 
# - I, respectively. 
The next two examples show that, in general, (1.3) neither implies nor is 
implied by (1.2). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let {x,} be a univariate SSP with the spectral density 
w(e) = iei~, -+ <A < 0. It 1 ‘s clear that these densities are not bounded. 
Since w(e) = e*‘og’e’ and log 8 = log ] 8) + i arg(O), it follows that these 
densities satisfy (1.3). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let w(B) = IO]‘, i < 1 < 1. It is easy to check that these 
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densities satisfy (1.2). However, they do not satisfy (1.3). Since w(e) = e’ 
with v z I arg(B) and I( v ]loD > 7r/2. 
In the following, by using Theorem 4.5 [IO], we give more illuminating 
conditions on W which either imply or are implied by p(W) < 1. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let W and W, be q X q matricial weight functions such 
that cW, < W < dW, , where 0 < c < d < 00 are constants. Then p(W) < 1, 
tyand oniy ifp(W,) < 1. 
ProoJ Let p(W) < 1, then by Theorem 4.5 [lo] there exists a constant K 
such that j?,trF*WFdm<K(“_,tr(F+P)*W(F+P)dm, for all 
FE H*(W) and P* E Hi(W). This combined with the assumption of the 
theorem concerning W and W, gives c i?, tr F* W, Fdm < K - d 
J‘Y,tr(F+P*W,(F+P)dm, for all F E H*( W,), P* E Hi(W), i.e., 
II%, G Wc IIF+ Pllw,, for all FE I-I*(W,) and P* E II:( Thus, by 
applying Theorem 4.5 [lo] again, we get p( W,) < 1. The proof of the other 
direction is as easy. 
Let W be a matricial weight function and ~~(0) and w,(8) denote the 
smallest and largest eigenvalue of W(8). Here, we consider those Ups with 
w,/w, EL”. This condition means that the matricial weight function 
(l/w,) W is bounded and has a bounded inverse, i.e., there exists constants 
0 < c < d < co such that, 
cw,I< W< dw,I a.e.(dm). (5.1) 
The next theorem, which is an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.2, gives 
a matricial extension of the Helson-Szego theorem for the matricial densities 
satisfying (5.1). This theorem is essentially due to Ivanov and Pavlov [5]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let W satisfy (5.1) and wq be its largest eigenvalue. Then 
p(W) < 1 if and only if w, satisfies (1.3). 
Proof: Since W satisfies (5.1) then by Theorem 5.2, p(W) < 1 if and 
only if p(w, . 1) < 1. But, since w, . I is a diagonal matrix with all its 
diagonal elements equal to w,, it follows from the definition of p that, 
p(w, .1) < 1 if and only if p(w,) < 1. Since w, is a scalar density with 
p(w,) < 1, it follows from the Helson-SzegB theorem that it satisfies (1.3). 
6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
(a) Theorem 3.1(b) is proved under the restrictive condition that 
w;’ EL”, i.e., W-r E Lrxxp. We note that this condition is used only to 
prove (3.1). It is of interest to know whether this restriction can be removed. 
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If the answer is positive, then the problem of convergence of Fourier series in 
L2( IV) becomes equivalent to the condition p(w) < 1, as it is the case for the 
scalar weight functions. 
(b) We have not given characterization of all matricial weight 
functions with the property p(FV) < 1. A good spectral characterization of 
such matricial weight functions will be a major contribution. 
(c) We have not studied the problem of derivation of the generating 
function @ and the prediction error matrix G from W. In [7] an algorithm 
for derivation of G and @ from W is given, but only for those PV’s with 
wJw, EL’ and W-’ E Li,,. It is of interest to know whether there exists 
such an algorithm for matricial weight functions W with p( w> < 1. 
Nofe added in proof Professor A. G. Miamee has provided a positive answer for question 
(a). As for (c), he extends the algorithm in 171 by relaxing the condition W- ’ E LJ ny. 
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